CREATION VERSES EVOLUTION, SCIENCE, HEBREW WORDS, THE
ORIGIN OF (GOD)..MINDSETS..TIME..FIRE..SHIN
PART 1 OF 2
In the following I will show how creation stands as the only explanation for how the universe
and everything in it originated. I will show that creation does not disagree with empirical science. That
the two coincide. I will show that evolution is nothing but a foolish theory brought into existence by
Satan himself to disrupt the educational system and cause separation among the people of the
nations. Regardless of whatever a so-called educated person explains to you, always keep in mind
one very important simple FACT. Yah created the universe. Whatever created the universe
sustains the universe. It’s that simple.
The words of the torah are the building blocks of the universe, the VOICE of Yah. The torah is
not a theological issue. The word of Yah created all things. That’s a fact. Everything we say and
everything we do affects everything else in the universe.
Words are important. Words mean things. Words are the building blocks of creation. Yah spoke
the Word at the time of creation and it came into existence. Words can bless you or curse you. Words
can deceive people or words can reveal the truth to people so they can be set free from the bondage
of the world we live in. Words can destroy things or create things. Yah’s words are the only words that
can create. Words are very very powerful, that’s why James says be careful what comes out of our
mouth for it can bless or curse those who receive it.

Yah spoke the word and the universe was created just as it is explained in Genesis. Yah is in
the business of restoring all things and the devil is in the business of corrupting all things.
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The basic concept of blessings and curses rests upon the spoken word being a vessel to
make the words come into being. That’s why we are told in the end that we will give an account for
every word spoken. James 3:10 “from the same mouth come [both] blessing and cursing. My
brethren, these things ought not to be this way.”

WHERE DID YAHVEH (GOD) COME FROM?

This question asked by so many atheists, is
assuming a limited Yah, and that's the problem.
The Holy One of Israel that I serve is not limited
by time, space or matter. If Yah would fit in our
brain, He would not be the Elohim I serve. He
would not be worth worshipping.
The God of the bible (Yahveh), is not affected
by time, space or matter. If He was, He would
not be the King of Kings. Time, space and matter
are what we call a continuum, all of them come
into existence at the same time. If there were
matter but no space, where would you put it? If
there were matter and space but no time, when
would you put it? You cannot have time, space or
matter independently, they must come into
existence simultaneously. In the beginning
(time), Yah created the Heaven (space) and the
earth (matter). Time space and matter were created by Yah. Time is past, present and future. Space
has length, width, and height. Matter has solid and liquid gas. These things were all created
instantaneously by Yah, who has to be outside of them. If He was limited by time, He is not Yah. Yah
is outside the Universe, He is not affected by it. The idea that a spiritual force cannot be affected by
the human body is crazy. How do we explain: love, pride, envy, hatred, rationality, etc. If our brain is
just a random collection of chemicals formed by chance over billions of years than how can we
possibly trust our own reasoning processes, and the thoughts you think? He is in it, above it, not
affected by it.

MINDSETS

In this modern era we have been Hellenized, trained to think like the Greeks of old. For the
most part, we have been taught to think in an abstract form, rather
than a concrete form as the Hebrew people have throughout the
ages. Greek thinking is linear, very static, stoic. Greek thinking is
evolutionary type time line thinking. Hebrew thinking is creation
thinking. Greek thinking is based upon the creation of mans law and
Hebrew thinking is based upon Yah’s law. We have been trained to
think more philosophical, rather than concrete. In the western
culture we speak a lot of words, but have little action to show for
those words. The common phrase; “talk is cheap” is a perfect
example of how most people in western culture think. We will spend
many hours thinking how to do something, whereas a Hebrew
person will simply go out and do it while he is thinking about it.
Biblical Hebrew is an action (verb) language, rather than an abstract
language. If you have ever read about the great philosophers of old, many of them would gather
around and discuss and argue about something for hours, days, and even weeks, yet very little was
ever actually done as a result of the discussion. The phrase; “Experts made the Titanic, Amateurs
made the ark”, says it all. Hebrew is concrete in its thinking process. By concrete I mean words
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spring forth from action, verbs, nouns come from verbs and so forth. The action is the most important
thing. So what determines the base of what the noun means comes forth from their verbal roots.
When you go back to the root words of all things Hebrew, it is concrete, things which you can sense
with your five senses. Things you can touch, feel, sense, taste. The following is a good example. In
this verse it is talking about what a man who is blessed is like. Ps. 1:3 They are like trees planted
by streams they bear their fruit in season, their leaves never wither, everything they do
succeeds.
Greek is abstract thinking. That’s where we get words like grace, belief, trust, faith and love
from. If you take those words back into the original Hebrew, you will find concrete meanings for them
not abstract. John 14:15 “If you love Me, you will keep my commandments.”
Western culture has us in thinking ruts. Those of us who have learned the truth refuse to follow
the cultural paradigm. In our culture we are constantly forced to think as a liberal or a conservative, a
democrat or a republican. That same concept applies in christianity, you are either under the law or
not under the law. Our culture has us all in little boxes. When our boxes are full people refuse to listen
to anything someone has to say. This is the Greek type form thinking instead of Hebrew type function
thinking. Greek thinking has us waste time explaining what something looks like and Hebrew thinking
tells us quickly what its function is. That’s why when you read the Renewed Testament you will read
about all the functions that Yeshua did, you will read almost nothing about what He or any other
writers looked like. That’s just more proof that the entire bible was written in Hebrew. That’s the way
Hebrew culture is. Our Hellenized culture forces us to act this way, that’s why so many have to have a
picture or an idol to be able to comprehend who or what the Messiah looked like. We have been
trained in our western thinking to require a picture rather than consider the function of the thought or
idea in question. Hebrew teaches us to do something whereas Greek (western) culture teaches us to
see something, to intellectualize things. We are trained to look at things but do nothing. That makes
us a noun oriented culture. We know a lot of things about Yahveh, but we are not taught to learn to
have a personal relationship with Him.
Everything is designed for human life on earth. Eph. 1:4-5 In the Messiah He chose us in
love before the creation of the universe to be holy and without defect in his presence. 5 He
determined in advance that through Yeshua the Messiah we would be His sons — in keeping with
His pleasure and purpose —"
When trying to understand about creation, evolution, and science in general, one must keep all
these things in mind to grasp fully why we think the way we do and how it affects the outcome of our
thoughts. With that being said, keep these things in mind when contemplating spirituality, science and
evolution. Creationists simply believe that everything was made at the time of creation, exactly as
explained in the Book of Genesis. The following scriptures give a good over-all view of the concept.
Ps. 8:4 “When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and stars that you set in
place”
Ps. 8:7-9 “you had him rule what your hands made, you put everything under his feet sheep and
oxen, all of them, also the animals in the wilds, the birds in the air, the fish in the sea, whatever
passes through the paths of the seas.
Science and creation do not contradict each other in any way. Many theories in science do
however cause problems with people. The scriptures explain to the wise exactly what science has
verified for many years. The two are not apart from each other. The problem that occurs is when
people try to get the theory of evolution mixed in with proven scientific facts. That’s why there is so
much misunderstanding in regards to science and creation. It is when evolution is considered
science that problems appear, and rightly so.

TIME

The whole universe operates in cycles, yet the world has been taught time-line thinking
through Darwinism (evolution). We have been taught that time and history are just one long straight
line instead of cyclical. Then they chop up this time into little pieces and call it dispensationalism. You
will hear many christians use this way of thinking when they say things like: “that was in the Old
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Testament” or “now we are in a period of grace”. Mal. 4:4-6 “Remember the law of Moses My
servant, even the statutes and ordinances which I commanded him in Horeb for all Israel. 5 “Behold,
I am going to send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and terrible day of
Adonai. 6 “And He will restore the hearts of the fathers to their children, and the hearts of the
children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the land with a curse.” The last recorded words of the
prophet Malachi was a message from Yah telling us that He would do three things before the end
comes.
1) He would help us remember the torah of Moses.
2) That He would send us the spirit of Elijah to remind us of how important the torah is for all.
3) He would restore the torah on the hearts of His remnant.
One of the biggest problems we have today in science is the fact that everything in regards to
time and creation are based on what we call a standard of the speed of light, which has always been
accepted as 186,000 miles per second. For example: Because of the law of physics it takes eight
minutes for the light from the sun to get to earth. The fact is, even though this is almost impossible to
measure in the first place, the speed of light has been slowing down as per scientific data. Many
assume the speed of light has always been constant or close to it, but we do not know this for sure.
When Yah created the universe and earth as we know it, the speed of light may have been totally
different than what it is now. Yahveh is outside of time and space as we know it, so there are no law
regulating what speed of light He decided to use at that point in time, or what He decided to use since
that time. That so-called constant that scientists want to use as a basis for all other calculations, may
not be the same speed now as it was at the time of creation. Those who understand this realize that it
changes everything science uses in regards to time and space. It literally changes everything.
The law of cause and affect is that affects will come from the cause, that what we see comes
from something. Like kind produces like kind (Gen. 1:11-12). Either you believe something came
from nothing, or you believe that something always was. There is no third choice.
There are two basic types of science, one is empirical and the other imperial. Empirical
science is proven science that can be duplicated time and time with the same end results.
Imperial science is thought science. It is the science of theories, ideas, concepts that have
never been proven. The difference between the two is obvious.
Satan is the master of evolution
For hundreds of years we have had evolution taught in the school system even though it is
unproven. On his deathbed Charles Darwin admitted his THEORY of evolution was incorrect,
yet you will NEVER hear that discussed in the ranks of the so-called experts of that theory.
Hitler once said; “if you say a lie long enough, people will believe it”. That pretty much explains how
society as a whole has been duped into even considering the theory of evolution. This has caused
serious problems throughout all cultures all over the world for absolutely no reason other that to
satisfy Satan’s need to disrupt, lie and destroy mankind. Satan is the master behind evolution and
he has done well for himself over the years. It is only the people of Yah that can reveal Satan’s
trickery to the masses, because in most cases he has the governments of the world totally under his
control. If you can control the language and thinking of the population, you have them under your
thumb, and that is exactly what has been going on for many hundreds of years. Those who have
been “born again” are the only ones with the ability to expose the lies of this deceiver through the
“global warming”, “new age”, “evolution”, “big bang theory”, etc. type thinking going on across the
globe.
“Yah creates stones, man makes bricks”. Man makes bricks that are uniform. They all seem
alike. They all fit together forming a man made support system. Yah’s support system is divine, made
from stones unified with the mortar of the torah, with Yeshua as our chief cornerstone.
FIRE
There are two purposes for fire, it can be positive and it can be negative. In its most basic
form, fire takes complex, dense matter made up of many atoms and reduces them to a more simpler
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form, mainly gases. It produces LIGHT and HEAT. You need light during the dark, and you need heat
during the cold.
The expression "I'm on fire" or "I have fire in my bones" is describing the positive fire that
comes upon a person who is being cleansed, purified, by the Ruach, moving closer and closer to Yah.
Exod. 3:2 And the angel of Yahveh appeared to him in a blazing fire from the midst of a bush; and he
looked, and behold, the bush was burning with fire, yet the bush was not consumed." The bush
(tree) represents His people. Yah wants to light us on fire and speak through us to His people.
Lev. 16:12 “And he shall take a firepan full of coals of fire from upon the altar before Yahveh,
and two handfuls of finely ground sweet incense, and bring it inside the veil." We are to be like the
coals of the altar fire used to ignite
Rom. 12:20-21 “BUT IF YOUR ENEMY IS HUNGRY, FEED HIM, AND IF HE IS THIRSTY, GIVE HIM
A DRINK; FOR IN SO DOING YOU WILL HEAP BURNING COALS UPON HIS HEAD.” Do not be
overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good." Many people believe that in this verse we see that
if we do good to those who are evil to us it will make them mad, this is not what this means. That may
indeed happen, but it actually means the exact opposite. Coals of fire was a well known phrase used
by first century rabbis to describe the ultimate fire of the brazen altar. The High priest would take the
coals from the altar, scoop them up in a pan, put them in a censor, then bring them through the veil to
the altar of incense in the Holy Place. Those coals were used to burn the incense, which then caused
the glory of Yah to shine. So this means when you do good to your enemy, it is as if you are taking the
coals from the altar and putting them on their head, which becomes the altar of incense, and therefor
will burn away any dross, worthless rubbish in their life. Our life will then become a sweet savour
before Yah.
Acts 2:3 And there appeared to them tongues as of fire (shin) distributing themselves, and they
rested on each one of them." The tongues of fire here, in Hebrew, represent the letter shin. This is
the sign the priests used with their hands while speaking the Aaronic blessing. In the process of of
speaking in tongues what did they do? Acts 2:11 Cretans and Arabs — we hear them in our own
tongues speaking of the mighty deeds of Elohim.” When you have the fire of Yah inside of you, you
will declare the wonderful works of Elohim. El Shaddai, all consuming fire, brings death and life.
Exod. 32:28 So the sons of Levi did as Moses instructed, and about three thousand men of the
people fell that day."
Acts 2:41 So then, those who had received his word were baptized; and there were added that day
about three thousand souls."
James 1:26 If anyone thinks himself to be religious, and yet does not bridle his tongue but deceives
his own heart, this man’s religion is worthless."
What are the attributes of fire?
Positive (love, purifying, zeal)
Fire starts with friction. Negative friction happens when one rubs themselves up against
someone else in a negative way. It creates a fire in their life. At the same time, if you look at that
person with Yah's eyes you will see that fire is a holy thing, good, when used properly. When you
think this fire, you must think love. Loving someone creates fire in your and their heart. Friction fire is
a good thing, but it can also be a bad thing. Fire never keeps to itself, it is always moving, consuming
things around it. Negative fire will ignite a lot of people. Positive fire will also ignite people. Fire
divides holy from unholy, never holy from holy. Fire is what purifies us.
Fire seeks to consume. It's design is to bring you to acute focus. Fire by itself is designed to
consume everything around it. It reduces everything around it to its lowest form, as in ashes. When
you have or experience the fire of Yah in your life, it destroys (consumes) everything in your life that is
not of Him. Fire produces light and the enemy cannot exist in the presence of light. Fire comes out
from Yah's throne. Remember when Yah sent fire to destroy Aaron's two sons because of the way
they made a sacrifice? They chose to come near the throne of Yah with impure hearts, therefor they
were destroyed. Yah is a pillar of fire. If you dare to get close to Him you must be willing to die in the
process. The closer you get in your relationship with Yah the more intense the heat is. To come close
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to Him you better have your heart in the right way. If you are not holy you will die in His presence.
This is what is going to happen on judgment day, we will be consumed by the Lake of Fire, or we will
be transported to Heaven, according to the deeds of our heart. The only thing that protects you is the
blood of the lamb. Yah came as the destroyer in the tenth plague in Egypt when all the first-born who
were not under the blood, were destroyed by El Shaddai, the all consuming fire. When we are
covered by the blood we have a shield that protects us from being destroyed by fire.
Yeshua is the beginning of love for us. We must understand this love that Yah made available
through His Son, but we must not stagnate there. We are to move on beyond this to the weightier
things in life (Hebr. 6:1). The highest form of love is when we die for someone else is it not?
Fire divides.
Fire usually burns wood, and trees. What are trees symbolic of in scripture? In the Word,
people are often represented as "trees". . Fire divides people. Just as the sword of the spirit divides.
Again we see things happen in the physical and then likewise in the spiritual.
Our Yah is an all consuming fire. When we look at fire through the message of shin we see
many things.
Many christians, because they don't read the front of the book, think only of the fire and
damnation written about in the Book of Revelation. They don't realize fire is clearly written about in
the Old Testament as a attribute of Yahveh.
From Yah's throne come three things that keep this earth alive; fire, water and air. The river of life
comes out from the Temple in the New Jerusalem. The river is designed to also consume you and
bring forth new life. The Lake of Fire in revelation destroys and consumes all those who are sent to it.
Dan. 7:9 “I kept looking Until thrones were set up, And the Ancient of Days took His seat; His vesture
was like white snow, And the chair of His head like pure wool. His throne was ablaze with flames,
Its wheels were a burning fire.
Rev. 1:14 And His head and His hair were white like white wool, like snow; and His eyes were like a
flame of fire;"

Exod. 13:21 And Adonai was going before them in a pillar of cloud by day to lead them on the way,
and in a pillar of fire by night to give them light, that they might travel by day and by night."
Symbolically, the throne of Yah was leading them.
Deut. 4:11 “And you came near and stood at the foot of the mountain, and the mountain burned
with fire to the very heart of the heavens: darkness, cloud and thick gloom."
Negative (Hell, lake of fire, punishment)
Rev. 20:14 And death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the second death, the
lake of fire."
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Luke 9:54-56 And when His disciples James and John saw this, they said, “Rabbi, do You want us
to command fire to come down from heaven and consume them?” 55 But He turned and rebuked
them, [and said, “You do not know what kind of spirit you are of; 56 for the Son of Man did not
come to destroy men’s lives, but to save them.”] And they went on to another village." The disciples
were referring to what Elijah did in the past. Yeshua was pointing out that only the spirit of Hasatan
wants fire to destroy in such a manner, the Spirit of Yah wants fire to save people and help them
understand what they are doing wrong so they can correct it. We may hate what some people
(enemies) do and say, but we should not want them destroyed. We should be praying for them. Pray
for your enemies, but expose them (evil). We should never damn or condemn our enemies.
In the following message of James we see the letter shin wrapped up.
James 3:1-18 "Let not many of you become teachers, my brethren, knowing that as such we shall
incur a stricter judgment. 2 For we all stumble in many ways. If anyone does not stumble in what he
says, he is a perfect man, able to bridle the whole body as well. 3 Now if we put the bits into the
horses’ mouths so that they may obey us, we direct their entire body as well. 4 Behold, the ships also,
though they are so great and are driven by strong winds, are still directed by a very small rudder,
wherever the inclination of the pilot desires. 5 So also the tongue is a small part of the body, and yet
it boasts of great things. Behold, how great a forest is set aflame by such a small fire! 6 And the
tongue is a fire, the very world of iniquity; the tongue is set among our members as that which
defiles the entire body, and sets on fire the course of our life, and is set on fire by hell. 7 For
every species of beasts and birds, of reptiles and creatures of the sea, is tamed, and has been tamed
by the human race. 8 But no one can tame the tongue; it is a restless evil and full of deadly poison.
9 With it we bless Yahve; and with it we curse men, who have been made in the likeness of Yahveh;
10 from the same mouth come both blessing and cursing. My brethren, these things ought not to
be this way. 11 Does a fountain send out from the same opening both fresh and bitter water? 12 Can
a fig tree, my brethren, produce olives, or a vine produce figs? Neither can salt water produce fresh.
13 Who among you is wise and understanding? Let him show by his good behavior his deeds in the
gentleness of wisdom. 14 But if you have bitter jealousy and selfish ambition in your heart, do not be
arrogant and so lie against the truth. 15 This wisdom is not that which comes down from above,
but is earthly, natural, demonic. 16 For where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is
disorder and every evil thing. 17 But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle,
reasonable, full of mercy and good fruits, unwavering, without hypocrisy. 18 And the seed whose fruit
is righteousness is sown in peace by those who make peace".

The tongue, the mouth, the two front teeth of shin are all connected to the all consuming fire of
Yah as explained in James 3. Our tongue is a fire that can destroy the enemies plans with words of
authority in Yeshua's name. It can also be used by the enemy to cause curses, which can put people
in bondage for life. Our tongue can be a blessing or a curse depending on whether the Holy Spirit or
the counterfeit spirit is using it. The letter shin is the tooth that is used to consume with fire all things
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in us that are not in line with His Word, so that we can be set free. The fire may hurt as it consumes
our fleshly ways, but the fire also sets us free. It will feel good when it's over.
The simplicity of torah
The torah is described as a home, a family and a piece of land. When you walk outside your
home you can understand the simplicity of the bible by simply looking around. Yeshua said “the field
is the world”. That’s what He was referring to. You want to know what’s going on in the world, look
outside your window. You want to learn something beautiful, you want wisdom and knowledge, just go
outside and grow a garden. You will see Yeshua’s parables and many prophecies sprout up in front of
your eyes. It is no coincidence that we call the remnant the Hebrew Roots movement. The world has
separated us from our roots. The roots that are now supporting the world have been producing wilting
flowers that bear no fruit. There can be no fruit grown from a plant without the torah as the root of its
foundation. Matt. 13:38a “and the field is the world”.
The so-called intellectual’s do not like this simple idea of life because they can’t control it or
make money from it. If people started growing their own food in their own garden the large
corporations that supply us with artificial food would be put out of business. Man can’t stand the idea
of something being revealed in something as simple as that.
If one can understand the truth by walking outside their door, they will have no need to pay
others to consult, mis-direct them.
The first thing that happens when we do not obey His commandments affects the home, family
and piece of land. In the world today we see what happens to people in far too many cases when
they are disobedient to torah. They get divorced, they loose their home, their family, and their land
just like it says will happen in scripture. Deut. 28:30-31“You shall betroth a wife, but another man
shall violate her; you shall build a house, but you shall not live in it; you shall plant a vineyard,
but you shall not use its fruit. 31 “Your ox shall be slaughtered before your eyes, but you shall not
eat of it; your donkey shall be torn away from you, and shall not be restored to you; your sheep shall
be given to your enemies, and you shall have none to save you.” This is clearly defining what has
been happening in society for many years now.
Organic
The reason so many people are now seriously getting into the organic real food understanding
is so they don’t have to rely on pharmaceuticals to heal them. They can grow genuine healthy food
that will remove most of their need for the medical system that has overpowered society as a whole.
There is no money to be made if someone can go outside and pick something from a plant and be
healed. The cost of this artificially controlled system has taken a living away from billions of people.
People have been addicted to drugs and are depending on the large multi-billion dollar corporations
to control and dictate to them what they require to live a so-called healthy dependent life.
Rom. 1:20 “For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes, His eternal power and
divine nature, have been clearly seen, being understood through what has been made, so that
they are without excuse"
Col. 1:16-17 “For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens and on earth, visible and
invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities —all things have been created by Him
and for Him.17 And He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together.”
Deut. 28:1-2 “Now it shall be, if you will diligently obey the Yahveh your Elohim,, being careful
to do all His commandments which I command you today, Yahveh your Elohim will set you high
above all the nations of the earth. 2 “And all these blessings shall come upon you and overtake you, if
you will obey Yahveh your Elohim.”
Doing what He says to do and saying what He says to say brings us blessings.
Have you ever considered that the reason Yah calls us His children is maybe because we don’t
understand His Living Word well enough to be called adults.

FATHER EARTH
The story is told about a high school science teacher, teaching one day in her class. She was
explaining the theory of cross-species evolution and asked her students if anyone knew how the
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world and everything on it was created. A smart young man said, yes, I know; he explained that the
first verse of the bible explains it clearly. The so-called smart teacher told him he was crazy and that it
couldn’t just happen. The child explained that God created everything, and for anything to be
created there has to be a creator. The teacher told the student to be quiet and listen more carefully to
the theory of evolution.
Over the next few days the inspired student created a model of the universe: stars, moon,
planets etc. at home, and made the earth fit into the model. He had spent a lot of time on it, and it
was done very well. The student took his model to school one day and set it on the counter when no
one was looking. When the science class started everyone stood around and admired the model, but

no one knew where it came from. The teacher admired its beauty and asked, “where did this come
from?” No one answered her, so she asked again, “where did this come from?” Again no one
answered so she got upset and spoke out loud in a threatening voice, “where did this come from”. It
didn’t just appear. Someone must have created it. Someone must have made it” Then the boy
stood up and said, with a smug look on his face. That’s what I’ve been trying to tell you!”
The fish, wildlife, mountains, and flowers, etc. that we enjoy so casually everyday were created
for us by Elohim (Yahveh). Please don’t allow any fool try to convince you all of this was by chance,
from a big-bang, splash or what have you.
DASYD MINISTRY "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Dec/21)
excerpt from the Bible Basics Book.
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